
Complete Activity Logs (case notes): 

Example 1: Met with Sarah to talk about the Bridges program. Gathered information about her and her 
current living situation. Sarah disclosed she is pregnant with her first baby. Her boyfriend is the father. 
She also shared that she wants to go back to school to get her GED. She has also planned to take driver 
lessons this summer in order to obtain a driver's license. Sarah disclosed that she has no contact with 
her own father but occasionally speaks with her mother. Sarah shared that her mother’s family are 
involved in drugs and have alcohol problems, so she tries to stay away from them. Sarah mentioned 
being excited about becoming a mother.  This worker gave Sarah the Bridges Disability form to have her 
physician fill out since she is currently not able to obtain employment or start school due to being due 
on May 23rd.   

 

Example 2: Ms. Former Foster Mother contacted this liaison to discuss items needed for Amy to qualify 
for Bridges and ask a question about the completion of her ETV. This liaison explained that Amy had 
completed the paper application for ETV but not completed the online portion.  When this liaison met 
with Amy the previous week, Amy said she would ask Ms Supportive In-Home to help her finish the 
online portion. Amy joined the phone call and this worker asked if she completed the online part of the 
ETV and she confirmed she did.  Liaison then asked if she could get copies of Amy’s school records and 
attendance in order to complete the Bridges Application and they stated they could.  Liaison asked if she 
would be able to come to the school in order to complete the application with Amy and they both stated 
yes.  Ms. Former Foster Mother Informed this liaison that mornings would be best and scheduled to 
meet with this liaison and Amy tomorrow morning at 8:45 am. Liaison thanked them and call ended. 

 

Incomplete Activity Logs (case notes): 

Example 1: Met with Johnny to fill out the VPA, the application and the eligibility criteria forms. 

 

Example 2: I met with Steve to have him sign Bridges application, VPA and other documents. 

 

Example 3: The Bridges Liaison met with Bob to drop off a computer.  Bob explained that he wasn’t on 
the upcoming schedule at work and he wants to look for a new job.  Liaison informed that Bob that he 
has to tell liaison if he quits so liaison can help find employment within 60 days.   

 


